Throughout this paper, D will be a commutative integral domain with identity and K will denote its quotient field. Moreover, if I# (0) and J are fractional ideals of D, we denote the fractional ideal of D (J;cZ) = {x E K 1 XZC J} simply by (.Z: I), and, as usual, (D i I) by I-', and (I-') ~ ' by Z,. An ideal Z is divisiorial if Z = Z, .
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In the first part we connect the concept of strongly divisiorial ideal (cf. Proposition 16). We can easily deduce in this case that D* is completely integrally closed (cf. Corollary 17) and obtain the Mori-Nagata theorem for Noetherian "nomal" domains (cf. Corollary 18). In the other case, that is if D is non-"nomal," we need infinitely many strongly divisorial ideals to get D*. More precisely we show that D* can be obtained by appropriate direct limits of families of nonincreasing chains of strongly divisorial ideals of D (cf. Propositions 19 and 22). The paper ends with some remarks on the open problem of characterizing those domains such that their complete integral closure is a completely integrally closed domain. We recall that a Mori domain is a domain such that each increasing sequence of integral divisorial ideals is stationary (cf. [ 11, p. 1951 ). We also recall that a completely integrally closed Mori domain is a Krull domain. From Proposition 10, we deduce:
COROLLARY 11 (cf. [ 12, In the "nomal" case, we obtain also easily a Mori-Nagata-type theorem for Mori domains: If Yi, Y*EE~, we say that Yi ~9~ if 9;'zY;'. It is easy to check that "<" is a partial order on ED and, if .$, i= 1, 2, is represented by an eventually stationary chain {Z,,lai~Ai} with Ii,,,= Ii for ai> cli (i= 1, 2), then the relation "<" coincides with the set theoretical inclusion between the "stabilizing" ideals, i.e., 9, < & if and only if I, E I,. With this notation, we can restate Proposition 12 in the following way. let {Z,Jr~O} be a strictly decreasing sequence drawn out from {la/a E A}. Since D is a Mori domain, n Z,"ln 2 0} = (0) (cf. [ 13, Thtoreme 11) . We notice that, for each Z,, there exists Z," E Z, for some n 2 0, otherwise n { ZJn 2 0} 2 Z, # (0) and thus Z;-'EZ;~ for some na0. Hence u{Z,-lIa~A}~U{Z~lIn~O}.
Since the opposite inclusion trivially holds, U {I;' la E A} = U {Z;'In > 0} and 9 is represented by the countable non-increasing sequence {ZJn 2 O}. [ 
